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VISION AND
PURPOSE
Our company has a singular focus on

blockchain and Cryptocurrencies. Our

goal to to bring businesses on to the

blockchain. We intend to add value by

using blockchain's

innovative characteristics such as

transparency, decentralization,

immutablity and automation. We also

create products for the betterment of

the blockchain ecosystems.

Supply Chain

Energy Management and Sustainabiltiy

Government Transparency

Healthcare

International Trades

Media and Entertainment

Payments

Real estate

Tokenization

Gaming and E-sports

NFTs

Defi Finance

Digital Identity

Blockchain Technology can be used in virtually all industries and has

a vast array of uses cases. Some of these uses cases are listed below:

APPLICATIONS IN BLOCKCHAIN



There are a few staples that all projects

need when thinking about tokenomics,

liquidity and circulating supply. Many

projects create their own which means

projects need to allocate resources

away from their central mission. By

creating a no-code platform for these

projects we save them time and money.

Examples: Staking, Farming, IDO,

Liquidity Locker, vesting, etc.

dappfactory.xyz

NO-CODE
PLATFORM

unifidefi.com

LENDING
PROTOCOL

Unifi Defi protocol is used to supply

and borrow various erc20 tokens to

gain interest. We have also created an

innovative burn/buy back smart

contract which is designed to increase

token price. 

PORTFOLIO



PolyDEX is a gasless DEX which does

not require the User to have any

MATIC to use. This is done by using

Biconomy and delegating the gas fees

to the project rather than the user

paying.

www.polyDEX.org

GASLESS
DEX

www.polyDEX.org

DEX
AGGREGATOR

PolyDEX is a DEX aggregator which

finds the best price for any token on

chain by aggregating the liquidity of

sushi, DFYN, and Quickswap.

www.polyDEX.org

CROSSCHAIN
YIELD FARM

We had created the first ever cross-

chain yield farm which allows users to

deposit a single asset on Ethereum, it

would be bridged to polygon and then

supplied to a farm all in a single

transaction.



As our in house product, we have

created a Crypto Fund. This fund is

a medium risk fund which invests

into multiple crypto currencies. We

also implement services such as

Liquidity pools, Derivatives,

Staking, running Nodes, Lending

and other DeFi features to increase

profits. We are in the process of

tokenizing this funds so anyone can

own a part of the fund by

purchasing the token on an

exchange.

Yugen Finance

YIELD
AGGREGATOR 

The Cryption wallet is a multichain

web3 wallet which can interact

with any dapp in the supported

wallet. It is also integrated with an

on off ramp and is available on the

play store.

Cryption Wallet

WEB3
MOBILE APP



We have created a the architecture for

the lending and borrowing protocol for

real world assets as well as the cashbox

smart contract.

https://medium.com/opendao/an-

efficient-cash-box-for-liquidity-price-

support-84ebfd00c3c0

opendao.io

OPENDAO

unifidefi.com

LENDING
PROTOCOL

Unifi Defi protocol is used to supply

and borrow various erc20 tokens to

gain interest. We have also created an

innovative burn/buy back smart

contract which is designed to increase

token price. 



As our in house product, we have

created a Crypto Fund. This fund is

a medium risk fund which invests

into multiple crypto currencies. We

also implement services such as

Liquidity pools, Derivatives,

Staking, running Nodes, Lending

and other DeFi features to increase

profits. We are in the process of

tokenizing this funds so anyone can

own a part of the fund by

purchasing the token on an

exchange.

Crypto Fund

CRYPTION
FUND

The DyDai token is the product of

smart contracts which interact with

DAI and DYDX to create token

which tokenizes the principle and

interest given out by DYDX. This

token can be used in liquidity pools,

token baskets, set protocols and

also to chase the highest interest

rate in DeFi.

Interest token

DYDAI



The Bitshop exchange is a

marketplace where ambassadors of

the exchange can start buying and

selling crypto-currency for their

clients. We have implemented

security features such as SM

verification, Google Authenticator,

encryption, as well as a fully

featured admin panel to observe all

user, trade and internal data. 

Bitcoin & Ethereum
Exchange

BITSHOP

DAOvesify.com is a DAO where the

crowd intelligence is leveraged in a

form of democracy to make

investment decisions. It uses 'Rage

Quit' functionality to defend

against any 51% attacks. Since it is

entirely on the blockchain it cannot

be shut down and has also be

audited by Consensys Diligence. 

Decentralized DeFi
Hedge Fund DAO

DAOVERSIFY



Back in 2017 when Ethereum (ETH)

was not traded anywhere in India

and Zebpay was the only exchange

available for Bitcoin (BTC) we

created a crypto website based on

wordpress. We are the top result

when you google "Buy Ether in

India". We had shut down this

website after the RBI ban.

etherrush.in

ETHER
RUSH

Vajra is a Digital asset backed 1:1

by equivalent Indian rupee

reserves in a Bank account. The

Vajra token has complete mobility

between the ETH and EOS

blockchains and allows seamless

transfer of value between our

Exchange and DEX partners. The

Vajra token is fully redeemable for

Indian Rupees by direct Wire

transfer to your INR bank account

at the time of your choosing.

vajracoin.io

VAJRA
COIN (VJR)



Airavat is a non-custodial wallet for

BTC, ETH, EOS and other

Cryptocurrencies and is fully

integrated with the IndraX

exchange, the IndraDEX

decentralized exchange. A non-

custodial wallet means the funds

are held by the user and not by the

Admin. The embeded exchange

allows P2P transactions in a

trustless manner.

www.airavat.cash

AIRAVAT
WALLET

Boltt Coin DApp is a true

decentralised Health &

Entertainment Network. BolttCoin

is the no. 1 ranked app on Klaytn.

This dapp rewards users in BOLTT 

for providing their data (health and

entertainment) willingly to

advertisers. Hence keeping users in

control of their data.

www.dapp.com/dapp/
boltt-coin

BOLTT COIN
DAPP



A decentralized exchange (DEX) is a

cryptocurrency exchange whose

backend is entirely on the

blockchain and the front end is

loaded on the clients system. This

particular exchange has its backend

on the EOS and Ethereum

blockchain. Using the blockchain

allows the exchange to be trustless,

transparent, and reliable.

IndraDex.io
INDRA
DECENTREALIZE
EXCHANGE

Indra X is an Indian centralized

exchangefor trading BTC, ETH, EOS

and other leading Crypto

Currencies against the Indian

Rupee(INR) backed Vajra (VJR)

digital asset and INR itself. A

centralizied exchange allows users

to transact with crypto which are

based on different exchanges.

www.indrax.io

INDRA X



FlexUSD is a token which is

deflationary in nature. FlexUSD is

always worth $1 it is backed by an

interest generation model.  This means

the amount of FlexUSD increases

quantity without any user intervention.

FlexUSD

DEFLATION-
ARY TOKEN

Bondly.com

MATIC
NODE

We setup a validator node for our client

where other users can stake their

MATIC to earn rewards.



We have created a the architecture and

deployment of Cardano nodes for users

to stake ADA trustlessly as well as

providing the necessary metrics.

www.generosity.network

CARDANO
STAKING
NODES

Inhouse product

FLASHLOAN
-ARB BOT

Using infinite leverage, we have created

a bot that trades across multiple

protocols such as, balancer, curve.fi,

uniswap, DyDx, AAVE, and mooniswap.



A prediction market where the user can

bet on any future event such  as politics,

sports, stock prices, or even the

weather.

The Seer

PREDICTION
MARKET

We have developed the token, farm,

prediction market, vesting contract and

a portal for stablecoin investors

Value Network

PREDICTION
MARKET



A proxy backend service created in

nest.js which polls and keeps the

database of agents and their status

updated. Currently being used in SOEF

web explorer here: https://soef-

explorer.fetch.ai/

Backend API service

FETCH.AI

We had developed the token contract,

bridge configuration and deployment,

core smart contracts for the beta version

of he product.

Core Smart Contracts and
Token

STACKOS.IO

A program called Phoenix, which

included a smart contract for

submitting a proof of stake from FET

staking contract. This proof of stake

then was used to distribute the MTLX

rewards.

FET - MTLX Staking
rewards program

FETCH.AI



SERVICES
TOKENIZING AN ASSET

Higher Liquidity & Accessibility

Increased Transparency

Faster & Cheaper Transactions

We believe that tokenization of tangible

real world assets such as Real Estate, Art,

Natural Resources as well as financial

instruments such as Equities, Bonds, Funds,

Loans, etc is one of the primary use cases of

Blockchain. 

A new "Token Economy" offers the potential

for a more efficient & a fair financial world

by greatly reducing the friction involved in

creation, buying & selling of securities.

We see 3 key advantages of tokenization:

Whitepaper

Tokenization Strategy

Workflow, UI/UX Design

Automated KYC and AML compliance 

Whitelisting

Legal & Regulatory framework

Setup/Registration of Legal Entity

(Creating SPVs)

Smart Contract Scripting

Yield Distribution (Rent payements,

dividends)

Token Redemption

Exchange Listing

Marketing & Fundraising

Due Diligence

Financial Analysis

Our ExpertiseOur Outlook



SERVICES

SMART CONTRACT
SCRIPTING

DAPP
DEVELOPMENT

Smart Contract Auditing

Alpha, Beta Release

Smart Contract Optimization 

Deploying on Mainnet

Integration with other platforms

Becoming a multichain platform

Our Expertise

Developing Schematics

Product Roadmap

Data Flow & Workflow Diagrams

Technical Architecture Designing

Workflow Optimization

Monetization Strategy

Internal Metrics Dashboard

We create DApps on various different blockchain such as Klaytn,  Tezos, Ethereum,

Cosmos.

We  also provide smart contract scripting services on private blockchain such as

Hyperledger and Corda.

Multiple Smart contracts which used to getther to form an application is called a Dapp

whose backend is entirely on the blockchain and the front end is rendered directly on

to the users device, creating a trustless system.

We also perform inshouse manual audits of smart contracts as well as audits conducted

by AI using applications such as MythX



SERVICES

PARTNERSHIPS,
FUNDRAISING AND

CONNECTIONS

COMMUNITY
GROWTH

Identifying the best partners.

Establishing your network. 

Connecting you with multiple VCs

Integration with other platforms

Our Expertise

Creating engaging content

 Building a community

Keeping hype about a project

Engagement on social media

Running competitions

Internal Metrics Dashboard

Designing campaigns

Marketing & Advertising

We will create a community that will do marketing for you and spread the good word

about your product.

Keeping up hype and holding anticipation are the key factors needed for any Web 3

project.

We will keep the community with multiple contests, competitions and game.

No one in Web3 makes it alone. With all the possibility of composability making

partnership is extremely important and we use our network to facilitate that.

We get the word of your project out there using KOLs, influencers, youtubers.

We optimise your twitter, facebook and instagram ads.

We also will setup and manage bots and channels on discord as well as telegram.



Interaction with other Dapps.

Non transferable membership tokens.

KYC & AML for members.

Ability to store or send cryptocurrencies.

Minting new membership/equity tokens.

Democracy or Holocracy systems

Rage quit which stops the 51% attact on a DAO.

UI/UX for DAO infrastracture

Creating the community on social media and messaging apps.

Create a Payroll

Survey: Create polls to gauge community opinions.

A decentralized autonomous organization (DAO), sometimes labeled a decentralized

autonomous corporation (DAC), is an organization represented by rules encoded as a

computer program that is transparent, controlled by shareholders and not influenced by a

central government.A DAO's financial transaction record and program rules are maintained

on a blockchain. The DAO can be created on Ethereum as well as your own blockchain.

DAOs can be created to organize communities towards a shared goal or even to create a

decentralized for profit company. 

DAOs that manage physical spaces, like co-working spaces, condominiums, or cafes.

Features:

DECENTRALIZED
AUTONOMOUS ORGS

SERVICES



BLOCKCHAIN CONSULTING

SERVICES

Decentralization & Security

Provenance & Transparency

Efficient Ecosystem

A total annual revenue of close to $180 Billion

is currently being generated across all the

apps by monetizing priviledged consumer data

and risking single point of failures. 

New "Decentralized Networks" offer a change

in paradigm for industry's software business

models with the use of blockchain &

distributed ledger technologies.

We see 3 key advantages of Blockchain & DLT:

Research Reports 

Thought Leadership & Presentations

Business Strategy Assessment

Schematics & Ideation

Workflow Diagrams

Legal & Regulatory framework

Proof Of Concept Development

Prototyping

Token Economics

Dashboards

Integration with existing processes

Due Diligence

Financial Analysis

Liquidity Management

Training

Creating blockchains

Migration of centralized system to a

decentralized system

Our ExpertiseOur Outlook



INITIAL DEX OFFERING

SERVICES

Creating an ICO is a way of raising money

to create a utility token.

This Utility Token can bee coded to have

many different features such as access to

a DApp, self burning mechanisms, profit

sharing, discounts to users, payment

methods, a decentralized loyalty system.

There are different ways of doing a

crowdsale (ICO) of the token.

Time based ICO where the price of the

token increases after a certain time

period creating an urgency to buy the

coin.

Amount based discounts incentive's

investors to buy the coins/tokens at

larger amount to receive discounts.

A combination of this an private sales

can be used to sell the token optimally.

Whitepaper, Yellow Paper

Marketing Presentations

Workflow, UI/UX Design

Website Development

Marketing Campaigns

Automated KYC and AML compliance 

Whitelisting

Token Economics

Setup/Registration of Legal Entity

Smart Contract Scripting

Token Creation

Due Diligence & Smart Contract Audits

Airdrops & Bounty Management

Exchange Listing

Submition of ICO to ICO listing websites.

Creating markets for the token on

Uniswap and other markets..

Our ExpertiseOur Outlook



MARKETING AND NETWORKING

SERVICES

Creating an IDO is a way of raising

money to create a utility token.

This Utility Token can bee coded to have

many different features such as access to

a DApp, self burning mechanisms, profit

sharing, discounts to users, payment

methods, a decentralized loyalty system.

There are different ways of doing a

crowdsale (ICO) of the token.

Time based ICO where the price of the

token increases after a certain time

period creating an urgency to buy the

coin.

Amount based discounts incentive's

investors to buy the coins/tokens at

larger amount to receive discounts.

A combination of this an private sales

can be used to sell the token optimally.

Whitepaper, Yellow Paper

Marketing Presentations

Workflow, UI/UX Design

Website Development

Marketing Campaigns

Automated KYC and AML compliance 

Whitelisting

Token Economics

Setup/Registration of Legal Entity

Smart Contract Scripting

Token Creation

Due Diligence & Smart Contract Audits

Airdrops & Bounty Management

Exchange Listing

Submition of ICO to ICO listing websites.

Creating markets for the token on

Uniswap and other markets..

Our ExpertiseOur Outlook



Started out as a Android developer and moved to

being an entrepreneur by founding Geek Crate.

My love for emergent  technology introduced me

to blockchains and now there is no looking back. 

TEJAS CHITNIS, CO-FOUNDER

TEAM

Self Learned Developer since 2018, starting out

with JavaScript and then fell  in love with Public

Blockchains, on the path to a decentralised society.

AKSHIT CHOUDARY, BLOCKCHAIN DEVELOPER

Currently working as full Stack Developer in react

and node having experience more than 2 years in

MERN Stack. He works on the APIs and backend

needed to talk to the blockchain. 

PRASENJIT,  FULLSTACK DEVELOPER 

ASHWIN YARDI,   CO-FOUNDER

Crypto volatility & arbitrage opportunites across

different geographies got me into trading back in

2016. The continuous hunt to find  long term

valuable investments in this space delivers

invaluable insights & ideas for us to explore.

Started out as an Android developer , tasted

everything from backend to Machine learning but

Then I came across blockchain technology and this

love toward blockchain has landed me to this

amazing decentralized society

SAMARTH GUGNANI,  BLOCKCHAIN DEVELOPER



ABOUT US

Tejas Chitnis & Ashiwn Yardi are the founders of Cryption Digital Services. We

believe in the promise of Decentralization as a natural evolution of the digital

world we live in today.

 We have now set out to launch Cryption Studios in order to analyze the

feasibility of your idea and turn it into reality. We intend to bring immense value

to your business by developing the most optimal solution and helping you step

into the world of decentralization.

The importance of keeping up with cutting edge

technology is crucial especially in a new emerging

domain like blockchain. We keep ourselves

informed on the latest updates and relevant news.

We follow the lean model and so we have trimmed

down unnecessary costs. This allows us to price

our services aggressively low.

Agility cannot be optional since it is an

opportunity to obtain a strategic advantage in the

market. We believe in the ability to react to

change and deliver value faster than the

competition. Our approach uses the best ideas of

Agile delivery to make your product as well as

your company more efficient, quality conscious

and sustainable.

TECHNICAL EXPERTISE 

AFFORDABLE

AGILE


